so, this is what the inside of a book drop looks like...

Caption of Hellboy image by M. Starkey with consent of BiblioBoard Library & Dark Horse.
Q: How long will our library session be today?

A: 2 hrs ends @ 5:40 pm

Photo credit: David Starkey Model: BabyMouse Starkey
• Polls
• Library instruction sessions
• Housekeeping
• Library basics
• Research tips
• Catalog of books
• One search, EBSCO
• JSTOR
• Resource eval
- Follow local, national, & world news. (Recognize reliable resources.)
- Cultivate a well-rounded view by considering a variety of resources.

“Whatever else you bring to the 21st century workplace, however great your technical skills and however attractive your attitude and however deep your commitment to excellence, the bottom line is that to be successful, you need to acquire a high level of information literacy.”

- Anthony Comper, Bank of Montreal
FALL & SPRING SEMESTER HOURS

Monday-Thursday
7:30am-9:00pm

Friday
7:30am-4:00pm

Saturday
10:00am-2:00pm

See Handout.

Librarians are your information consultants!
Schedule a one 30-minute research consultation with a librarian.

Want a Request Form?
1. Visit the reference desk, or
2. Go to library home page, select students, then select Book a Librarian.

64% of college grads believe that they are well-prepared to locate, organize, & evaluate information.

29% of employers agree.
- Association of American Colleges & Universities
TODAY, WE’LL DISCUSS HOW TO:

**SAVE TIME**

**EARN HIGHER GRADES ON PAPERS**

**USE RELIABLE RESOURCES @ HOME**

YOU HELPED FINANCE IT — USE IT!
Learning how to use the library databases & catalog of books today is a gift to your future self!
Religious terrorism section  [edit]

I'm confused by this sections brief treatment of Islamic terrorism, which makes up 70% of all terrorist attacks after 9/11. Additionally, there's a tremendous amount of focus on so-called domestic terrorism in the United States, all of which is based solely on a questionable report from SPLC. If nothing else, it fails to adhere to a global view on the subject. This section needs attention. —2601:18C:8800:CF51:B473:1117:5EC7:2B72 (talk) 22:06, 18 August 2018 (UTC)

- There is an entire page on Islamic Terrorism. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic-terrorism

Also, the page is about the general concept of terrorism showing the main different classifications of terrorism. "Islamic terrorism" is too specific. It's like having a Wikipedia page about the elements and having an entire section just about Oxygen — Preceding unsigned comment added by 2601:2C6:4780:13F9:8D9F:7DAF:BBBD:45C3 (talk) 04:48, 15 February 2019 (UTC)

Motivations section badly organised  [edit]

Motivations needs a general run in to contextualise all the following information, particularly that there is - as of yet - not consistent or agreed 'core motivation' for terrorism. However, numerous studies have identifies certain behavioural and situational characteristics that are common, and perhaps causal, to the consequence of terrorism. In the least I am going to try and balance out what it currently there, but it truly needs an overhaul. Noxyu (talk) 21:00, 15 October 2018 (UTC)
Anyone can edit Wikipedia.

This is not true of FC LIBRARY DATABASES.
Which database is right for me?

Start: OneSearch

Start: Catalog
Books, hardcopy
books, magazines

EBSCO
Magazines,
eBooks, newspapers,
Scholarly papers

NexisUni
Legal, business,
International
newspapers
Search in the OneSearch box for: Okja
Name the “Research Starter” result at the top of the page.
Select “Print Books” box on left. Name the print book title.
SEARCH LIKE A PRO!

• BE FLEXIBLE. Try new searches.
• Think critically.
• Hit a wall? Get help!
• TAKE NOTES TODAY.
• SAVE TIME: Use CTRL F or F3 to find words on a page.
Hard Copy (Print) Books Remain Popular with Students

Let’s Practice using the catalog of hard copy & electronic resources.
With help from grants and in response to a student survey, the library has strengthened the collection of print (hard copy) books.
increased their regular lower-middle and lower-class clientele by gaining reputations for making such accommodations.

Commercial centers—day spas and health resorts—are frequented by exclusively upper-middle class, upper class, and foreign clientele. These are well-educated people who are generally employed in well-paying professions such as business, fashion, acting, or art. They are likely to have seen one of the self-help books I described earlier, or at least an article on a self-help guru in a magazine or newspaper before coming for treatment. Many of them are from different cities, coming for a relaxation and rejuvenation vacation break. Many want help for chronic problems such as back pain, obesity, and constipation, as well as the break from the “fast life,” hence the visit specifically to a “health” center.
Use the FC Library online catalog to access eBooks, hard copy (print), hard copy journals & magazines, & M
Keyword search for high-interest and fun reads available via FC Library.
The newest book isn't necessarily the best book (e.g., seminal titles, major works).

Source: https://lccn.loc.gov/2015669802
Title: Estórias de Assombração / Contos Seleccionados Por R.F. Lucchetti.
Keyword Ideas?

REGARDING CLIMATE CHANGE
(View in presentation view or reading view to reveal answer.)
Try quotes + the florida project* - to tie phrases together.

cinema*
or movie* or film*

Use an asterisk* to truncate in EBSCO, JSTOR, Nexis UHi, & America's Historical Newspapers.

(See handout.)
Other keyword ideas?

Use database search tip videos & help sections.
seapunk
Tulpamancers
"los punks"
"soft grunge"
"RADICAL FEMINISM"
"HUMAN GENOCIDE"
The IUD does not protect against sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). ... If a girl gets an IUD put in at the same time she has an infection, it could lead to pelvic inflammatory disease (PID). Abstinence (not having sex) is the only method that always prevents pregnancy and STDs.

About the IUD - KidsHealth
Abstinence-Only Education Is Ineffective And Unethical, Report Argues

August 23, 2017 · 4:38 PM ET

SARAH MCCAMMON
Abstaining from sexual activity is a surefire way to prevent pregnancy and avoid sexually transmitted diseases. But programs advocating abstinence often fail to prevent young people from having sex, researchers write in the September issue of the *Journal of Adolescent Health*.

Such programs, sometimes referred to as "abstinence only until marriage" programs, typically advocate monogamous, heterosexual marriage as the only appropriate context for sexual intercourse and as the only certain way to avoid unwanted pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases.

That's "not just unrealistic, but it leaves our young people without the information and skills that they need," said Laura Lindberg, a coauthor of the report and a research scientist at the Guttmacher Institute, a reproductive health research group that supports abortion rights. "We fail our young people when we don't provide them with complete and medically accurate information."

The analysis confirms previous public health findings that abstinence-only education programs don't succeed in reducing rates of teen pregnancies or STDs. Moreover, public health data indicate that such programs "have little demonstrated efficacy in helping adolescents to delay intercourse," the authors write.

When American teens do begin having sex, they may fail to use condoms or other forms of contraception, unlike their peers in other countries who have routine access to contraceptive education and counseling, the report suggests.

Promoting abstinence until marriage as the only legitimate option for young people
Search: A 2018 Florida Project Result regende
“Florida Project”
Contributing factors for watching Marvel’s Black Panther in the United States as of February 2018, by ethnicity

The statistic presents the results of a survey on the contributing factors for watching Marvel’s Black Panther in the United States as of February 2018, broken down by ethnicity. During the survey, 55 percent of White respondents stated that they were a fan of Marvel movies in general.
Fastest viral videos to reach 1 billion YouTube streams as of April 2019

- Adele – Hello (Oct '15) - 87.4 days
- Luis Fonsi – Despacito ft. Daddy Yankee (Jan '17) - 96.5 days
- Ed Sheeran – Shape of You [Official Video] (Jan '17) - 97.4 days
- J Balvin, Willy William – Mi Gente (Official Video) (Jun '17) - 102.7 days
- Luis Fonsi, Demi Lovato – Échame La Culpa (Video Oficial) (Nov '17) - 110.7 days
- DJ Snake – Taki Taki ft. Selena Gomez, Ozuna, Cardi B (Oct '18) - 115.1 days
- Te Bote Remix – Casper, Nio García, Darell, Nicky Jam, Bad Bunny, Ozuna (Apr '18) - 119 days
- Nicky Jam x J. Balvin – X (EQUIS) | Video Oficial | Prod. Afro Bros & Jeon (Mar '18) - 124.9 days
- Maroon 5 – Girls Like You ft. Cardi B (May '18) - 129 days
- Justin Bieber – Sorry (PURPOSE : The Movement) (Oct '15) - 136.2 days

This statistic shows the fastest YouTube videos to reach 1 billion views on YouTube. Recording artist Adele's release "Hello" from her 2015 comeback album 25 racked up over 1 billion views in the first four days of being uploaded and crossed the 1 billion views milestone in 87.4 days. Despite having long been successful as a global smash hit, "Despacito" by Luis Fonsi and Daddy Yankee took 96.5 days to reach 1 billion views.
Type in 1\textsuperscript{st} search box: “obvious child”
Type in 2\textsuperscript{nd} search box: Robespierre or slate
Type in 3\textsuperscript{rd} Box: film*
Click: Search.
Which result includes gender?
EBSCO
4. Click **EBSCOhost Web** link (next to circle)

5. Click **Continue**
From Off campus: After selecting EBSCOhost, you must will need to sign in using your student & last name.
1. In Their Own Words: Using Self-Assessments of College Readiness to Develop Strategies for Self-Regulated Learning.


The pathway to success in college can be bumpy. To smooth it we first investigated self-assessment of college readiness by undergraduates in terms of skills and habits required for college success...

Subjects: SELF-evaluation; COLLEGE reading improvement programs; COGNITIVE ability; REFLECTIVE learning; UNDERGRADUATES

2. A Planning Tool for Incorporating Backward Design, Active Learning, and Authentic Assessment in the College Classroom.


Notes: Fullerton College does not have this. Quickly glance at abstract (brief description)
Result may be a PDF, &/or HTML file--or embedded link to ERIC (free) database.
Access could also be via a link:
The Fullerton Longitudinal Study: A Long-Term Investigation of Intellectual and Motivational Giftedness

Gottfried, Allen W.; Gottfried, Adele Eskeles; Guerin, Diana Wright

Journal for the Education of the Gifted, v29 n4 p430-450 Jun

The Fullerton Longitudinal Study is a contemporary prospective investigation that examines exceptional development of secondary
Government sites may be down during times when a federal budget impasse occurs.

Due to the lapse in government funding, census.gov sites, services, and all online survey collection requests will be unavailable until further notice.

Updates regarding government operating status and resumption of normal operations can be found at <usa.gov>.

Websites affected by this shutdown are all census.gov hosted websites, including:

- Census.gov
- American Factfinder
- Public API
- FTP Servers
- FAQs
- Blogs
- Online Surveys
- Federal Statistical Organization websites: FCSM, FedStats and MapStats

Source: U.S. Census Bureau | Last Revised: Sep 30, 2013
Magazines v. Journals

Exercise/Handout/Google Doc

The Perilous Fight
National anthem protests led by Colin Kaepernick are fueling a debate about privilege, pride and patriotism
By Sean Gregory
Boolean searching: Kinesthetic learning exercise:

If you have a **black backpack, stand up.** Pause, so that librarian may count the # of students standing.

- You may sit now.

If you: **have a black backpack AND are wearing jeans, stand, please.** Pause, so that librarian may count the # of students standing.

- If you: **have a black backpack OR are wearing jeans, please stand.**

- Please sit.

If you: **have a black backpack, but are NOT wearing jeans, stand.** Pause, so that librarian may count the # of students standing.
FRAMING YOUR SEARCH

ENVIRONMENT* & STRESSOR* NOT EMISSION* OR ENVIRONMENT* OR JOB*

NARROWS SEARCH

HIGHEST # OF RESULTS

Images via Workaholic & Microsoft Office Clip Art
Remember the Telephone Game?
(If not: http://www.show.com/how_204551_play-telephone.html.)

the 1st line whispered tends to change by the last person.
WHAT IS A peer-reviewed, SCHOLARY JOURNAL?
WHAT Are peer-reviewed, SCHOLARLY JOURNALS?

 Scholarly Journals
  o Use technical jargon
  o Citations sources
  o Structured (e.g., includes abstract)
  o Longer pieces (vs. magazines)
  o Extra features (illus., graphs)
  o Subject experts edit
Contemporaries have reviewed the piece for reliability.
WHERE CAN YOU FIND PEER-REVIEWED SOURCES?

Library databases

EBSCOhost

NexisU

Science Online
Examples:
Oral histories
Manuscript and archival material
Government documents
Realia (3D items, e.g., badges, needlework, fossils)
Pamphlets
Dissertations
Theses
Artifacts
Tablets
Maps
Diaries
WHY USE LIBRARY RESOURCES?

- Misinformation is rampant online
- If you want an A, then why not use the sources that can improve your grade?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBe4WkCQzVI
Kobe Bryant has a book about serial killers in his locker before his last game
#Lakers
#mambaday
(H/t @ArashMarkazi)

Johns Hopkins’ Tragedy: Could Librarians Have Prevented a Death?
WHICH CHECK TOOLS... are you using?
Quick & Dirty Tricks:

Worldcat.org cite/export=tool,
EasyBib, NoodleBib
Google Scholar cite=tool,
Purdue Owl samples,

seneca.libguides.com/mla.

http://kings.libguides.com/mla/optional#unex

Does the author note how to cite their info?